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Abstract: The life time of a component is defined by
the reliability demands place on it due to its
operating environment and operation conditions. To
evaluate the necessarily thermal / power cycle
stability of a power semiconductor module in a
hybrid electrical vehicle (HEV), a vehicle driving
cycle profile is used to calculate the thermal
reliability requirements. The calculations are based
on power loss calculation, thermal modeling and a
general approach of a life cycle model. This paper
discusses the reliability requirements due to active
and passive thermal stress on various joints such as
solder or bond joints resulting by using different
connections of a power module to varied cooling
systems.
Keywords: Power Semiconductor Module, Hybrid
Electrical Vehicle (HEV), Power Cycling (PC),
Thermal Cycling (TC), Reliability.
1. Introduction
HEV typically combines a combustion engine with an
electrical drive train. To develop a system with
variable speed a HEV is equipped with power
semiconductors typically packaged in a module.
Nowadays most of the commercial vehicles use
more or less conventional power modules mounted
on an air cooler or a separated liquid cooling system.
Hybrid systems of different car manufacturer are so
dissimilar that a comparison between them is rather
impossible. Beside the cooling systems also the
packaging and even the silicon differs.
To make such systems more comparable the
presented investigations are based on a common
“basis-power module” called HybridPACK that is
adapted to different cooling systems. For a
considered configuration a common set of input
parameters such as drive cycle, type of the electrical
motor and even the electrical characteristics of the
semiconductors are used. Of course, influences due
to different driving strategies are neglected for
simplification.
In power electronics the component temperature and
temperature changes have major influences on the
reliability. Therefore, a procedure was developed,
which computes the temperature over the whole
driving cycle. The calculations are based on power
loss calculation and thermal modeling.
These calculations between the thermal conductivity
from the module through to the cooler, the active
thermal stress on various joints such as solder or

bond joints can be evaluated. By transforming the
thermal stress into reliability test data a prediction of
lifetime is possible.
2. From drive cycle to reliability test
2.1 Reliability tests
During the life time a module is exposed to passive
temperature swings coming from the environment
(climate) and active temperature cycles generated
by operation. Temperature cycling and power cycling
tests represent these conditions.
Temperature Cycling: In temperature cycling tests
the temperature of a power module is changed by
variation of the ambient temperature (TST: Thermal
Shock Test) or the temperature of the case (TC:
Thermal Cycle Test) without electrical stressing. This
test is applied mainly to evaluate the lifetime of the
solder joints and to evaluate the resistance to the
sudden changes in temperature the device can
experience during storage, transportation or in use.
Power Cycling: Power cycling (PC) tests are used to
determine the resistance of a semiconductor device
to thermal and mechanical stresses due to cycling
the power dissipation of the internal semiconductor
die and internal connectors. This happens when load
currents are periodically applied and removed
causing rapid changes of temperature. The power
cycling test is representative to high temperature
operating life [1].
The predominant failure mechanisms due to thermal
stress are the degradation of solder layers (solder
fatigue) and the bond wire lift-off.
2.2 General approach
Figure 1 explains the procedure how the
representing number of test cycles for a reliability
test can be derived from the information of the
inverter system (cooling conditions) and the driving
strategy (mission profile, motor and drive control) for
a given set of electrical parameters (electrical
characteristics of the power module). Only the few
red marked parameters were varied during this
investigation.
2.3 Basic Conditions (Input parameter)
In order to get independent from drive conditions,
motor characteristics as well as chip characteristics
a common set of input parameters was chosen.
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heat in the dies. This approach is based on the
calculation methods used in IPOSIM [7].
Based on this approach the conducting losses of the
IGBT³ [8] and the diode can be calculated based on
the electrical parameters of the module [9][10].

Figure 1: General approach for calculating the
number of equivalent tests cycles. Only the
parameters marked red were varied in investigation.
A well known and investigated power semiconductor
module was selected. This module type is designed
for Mild Hybrid Electrical Vehicle applications for a
power range up to 20 kW [2]. Designed for a junction
operation temperature at 150°C, the module
accommodates a Six-Pack configuration and is rated
up to 400A/600V.
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It has to be mentioned that the parameters r, VCE0, rD
and VF0 are temperature T dependent.
The switching losses of a power module can be
described by using equation 3 and 4. The losses are
determined by the product of the switching frequency
fsw and the switching energies Eon_nom, Eoff_nom,
Erec_nom at nominal conditions (Vnom, Inom, Tnom)
adapted to the applied voltage VDC, current î and
temperature Tj [11].
PIGBT _ SW =

PDiode _ SW

Figure 2: The basic module is based on the
HybridPACKTM1 [3][4][5]
The mission profile was developed by using a drive
cycle which represents more or less a typical vehicle
cycle including several start stop sequences and 5
ten second long recuperation cycles under full load.
Module gate driving conditions was assumed ideal
although this may lead to an underestimation of
power losses in the complete inverter system. This
fact was compensated by calculating the power
losses for the worst case conditions (maximum
temperature) during an incremental step [6].
2.4 Calculation of power losses
The power losses of a module result by adding the
static (PDC: conducting) and the dynamic (PSW:
switching) losses.
The power losses calculation in the dies for inverter
operation use sinusoidal half-waves to model the
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All necessary parameters can be extracted from the
power module datasheet [12].
2.5 Simulation of the temperature distribution
Thermal models of power module systems are
typically described by RC-networks (Cauer-Model or
Foster-Model) [13]. A heat source feeds successive
a RC-network that model the behavior of the actual
mechanical assembly. The values of the R’s and C’s
were derived by 3D transient finite element
simulations using the system’s material properties
and physical dimensions or they were extracted from
measurements.

Figure 3: Infrared measurements of IGBT/diode
temperature during operation
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The RC-network represents the thermal impedance
Zth junction ambient for the silicon and cross coupling
elements which describe the interdependencies
between IGBT and diode.
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The temperature itself is not the major parameter
which is responsible for solder and bond wire aging
but rather the temperature swings. Therefore an
automatic algorithm is implemented in the simulation
to extract the temperature differences ∆T.
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Active cycles: Figure 6 shows the number of
occurrence for a certain temperature swing at the
diode for an air cooled system. Temperature ranges
below 3 K are neglected since they do not decrease
lifetime significant. Most of the swings lead to an
increase of temperature below 30°K. Only a few
cycles with higher ∆T occurred. 5 high temperature
swings was observed at ∆T > 60°K. These swings
represent the peaks of Figure 5.

Figure 4: RC-network (Foster-model)
In addition to the typical network two elements were
added representing the solder layer. Therefore
power losses of the silicon leads to an increase of
the temperature in the solder layer [6].
The solder joint temperature is necessary for the
calculation of the solder fatigue due to thermal
cycling. Furthermore a voltage source is included
which leads to a common raise of the temperature
due to ambient conditions.
2.6 Temperature profile
With the aid of the thermal model the temperature of
the IGBT, the diode and the solder can be calculated
for the load conditions of a given driving cycle.
Hereby the conditions of the applications were taken
into account, e. g. for an air cooled system which is
mounted nearby the passenger compartment the
ambient temperature was set to 40°C (Figure 5).

Figure 6: Diode: Number of cycles for different ∆T
(α=454W/m² K) for one driving cycle
Overlaid to these active swings are always passive
swings due to the operational environmental.
Passive cycles: The heating up of a cooling system
during operation also leads to a temperature swing
which has to be considered during life time
calculation.
Assuming a vehicle lifetime of 15 years and two
cycles per day 10950 additionally cycles are applied
to a power module. The environmental temperature
was defined in table 1 reaching from 5 days with
-25°C up to 35 days with 30°C outdoor temperature.
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Table 1: Passive temperature swings due to heating
up the cooling system from environmental
temperature to operation temperature
Figure 5: Temperature profile of a power module
mounted on air cooler for one 3000 second driving
cycle
In this case the resulting maximum temperatures
were Tj max IGBT = 118°C, Tj max diode = 126°C and Tj max
solder = 96°C respectively (see also Table 2).

The temperature swing of the heating up sequence
was always defined as the difference between the
maximum temperature during the driving cycle and
the minimum temperature at the start equal to the
environmental temperature (see Table 3).
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A reliability test applying different temperature
swings to a device is rather nonpractical. Therefore
standardization to a common ∆T has to be done.
3. Transformation from duty cycles to test cycles
3.1 Solder joint acceleration calculation
Models for mechanical failure, material fatigue or
material deformation typically have terms relating to
stress cycles or change in temperatures. A model of
this type known as the (modified) Coffin-Manson
model has been used successfully to model crack
growth in solder and other metals due to repeated
temperature cycling as equipment is turned on and
off. The form of this frequently-cited equation makes
it clear that fatigue will result in much earlier failure
when the joint experiences wider temperature
excursions. The most useful derivative of this
equation is probably the relationship between the
number of cycles to failure with two different thermal
ranges (∆Tduty_cycle and ∆Ttest) [14]. Although different
exponents have been mentioned in the literature, the
calculations that have been done use an exponent of
3.3. This model takes the form

nduty _ cycle
ntest _ cycle

 ∆T

=  test _ cycle 
 ∆T

 duty _ cycle 

[3 - 4 ]

4. Variation of parameters
4.1 Cooling conditions
Cooling capability: 2 air cooled systems, 1 liquid
cooled system and 1 direct cooled system were
compared.
For the air and the liquid cooled system thermal
grease between the flat baseplate and the flat cooler
was supposed.
The difference cooling capabilities of these two
systems were taken into account by using different
heat transfer coefficient α applied to the back side of
the heat sink. (See Table 2: α = 124 W/m²K - poor
air cooler; α = 454 W/m²K - forced air cooler; α =
20000 W/m²K - strong liquid cooler).
cooling
efficiency
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Table 2: Variation of system parameters
[5]

The equivalent number of test cycles ntest_cycle for a
specified test temperature range ∆Ttest can be
calculated from the number nduty_cycle of duty cycles
with a given ∆Tduty_cycle coming from the temperature
profile.
3.2 Wire bond acceleration calculation

In order to get an ideal heat transfer from the module
to the cooler a PIN FIN structured baseplate was
assumed. This module type is directly mounted on
an open liquid cooler with direct contact of the pins
and the cooling medium. Therefore the thermal
grease with it’s bad thermal conductivity can be
removed. Due to the direct contact of the baseplate
to the liquid the value α is not defined. In such a
case the flow rate of liquid represents different
cooling capabilities.

The relation between an arbitrary parameter set
under duty condition (current I, junction temperature
Tj, operation time ton and temperature swing ∆T) and
the number of equivalent cycles for a known
reliability test setup is given in equation 6.
ntest _ cycle
nduty _ cycle

∆Ttest

=

- 4.416

⋅e

1285
T j min + 273

⋅ ton ,test

- 0.463

1285
T j min, duty + 273

- 4.416

⋅ I test

- 0.716

- 0.463

[6]
- 0.716

∆Tduty
⋅e
⋅ ton , duty
⋅ I duty
This formula also contains the ratio of the different
temperature differences but it has been modified due
to results of a large number of performed tests [15].
Based on equation 6 the number of equivalent test cycles
(conditions: ∆Ttest=100K, Tj,min=50°C, ton, test = 2s and
reference current of Itest = 400A) results from the
summation of all p transformation for any duty cycle i
calculated in chapter 2.5.
ntest ,sum = ∑i =1 ntest ,i = ∑i =1 n i
p

p

100

-4.416

∆T j ,i

⋅e

-4.416

1285
50 + 273

⋅e

1285
Ti + 273

⋅2

-0.463

⋅ ton ,i

⋅ 400

-0.463

-0.716

⋅ Ii

-0.716

[7]

Figure 7: Example of a PIN FIN structured baseplate
(HybridPACKTM2) [16][17] in comparison to a flat
baseplate
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Outdoor temperature

Ambient temperature: As mentioned in chapter 2.6
the maximum ambient temperature was set to 40°C
for an air cooled system and it was defined to
70°C/95°C for the liquid cooled systems (Table 2).
4.2 Electrical parameters:
Battery voltage: A lot of car manufacturer prefer to
apply relative low voltages for the high voltage
battery of a mild hybrid system. Higher voltage can
only be realized by adding further cells to the battery
what clearly leads to higher cost and weight. In order
to get a feeling how the system is influenced by the
battery voltage VDC two set of electrical parameters
were compared (Table 2).
5. Results
As shown in Figure 1 the active swings generated
during the drive cycle and the passive swings due to
the operational environmental have to be
considered. For the silicon side the worst case
condition of IGBT and diode has to be considered.
Due to the 5 recuperation cycles the highest load is
on the diode. Therefore most of the examples
represent the diode.
Power Cycling: For the failure mechanism bond wire
lift off the maximum temperature of the bond wire is
set to the maximum chip temperature Tj max. The life
cycle modeling allows the number of equivalent
power cycles for passive and active cycles to be
calculated.
The equivalent number of active cycles was
calculated by transforming the number of ∆T
occurrence given in Figure 6 by using equation 7.
Similar to the passive case the number of driving
cycles was set to 10950.
For calculating the equivalent number of test cycles
for the stress due to passive cycles the
transformation of the cycle numbers from Table 1
was done. The result is shown is Table 3.
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Table 4: Thermal cycling solder: Calculation of
equivalent test cycles representing the passive
temperature swings
5.1 Overview
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show a comparison of
equivalent test cycles for the different parameters.
Power cycling: In Figure 8 the number of equivalent
test cycles (conditions: ∆Ttest=100K, Tj, test=150°C,
ton, test = 2s and reference current of Itest = 400A) for a
power cycling test is given as the sum of cycles
generated by active operation and the number of
cycles representing the passive swings.

Figure 8: Number of equivalent power cycles for
different parameters for a given drive cycle
Thermal cycling: In Figure 9 the number of
equivalent test cycles (conditions: ∆T = 80K) for a
thermal cycling test are given as the sum of cycles
generated by active operation and the number of
cycles representing the passive swings.

10950

9097

Table 3: Power cycling diode: Calculation of
equivalent test cycles representing the passive
temperature swings
Thermal Cycling: A similar procedure was applied
while transforming passive and active cycles as
described in chapter 3.1.
Maximum temperature for the solder was derived
from the drive cycle calculation (Figure 5).

Figure 9: Number of equivalent thermal cycles for
different parameters for a given drive cycle
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The influence of the active cycles can be neglected
in every case. This is justified because of the very
low temperature swing of the solder during operation
(< 55°C; forced air cooler) compared to the high ∆T
of the passive swings.
5.1 Statements
Even the two reliability tests can not be compared
although the trend for both test are similar. This is
because in both cases a higher ∆T leads to a higher
number of equivalent test cycles.
1) A better cooling capability leads to lower
reliability requirements.
(Of course, such a trivial statement can be given by
everyone – the aim of this paper is to give a hint how
much the cooling capability influences the reliability
requirements.)
2) A forced air cooler with ambient temperature of
40°C has similar performance as a liquid cooled
module with ambient temperature of 70°C.
3) Increase of coolant temperature from 70°C to
95°C doubles the number of equivalent cycles.
The use of a separate (independent) cooling
circuit for the inverter seems to be mandatory.
The use of the engine cooling cycle with
temperature up to 125°C can not be realized
with conventional mounting and joining
techniques.
4) Even without module operation the solder
suffers from temperature swings due to changes
in the outdoor temperature.
5) The use of a direct cooled module reduce
significant the demands on module.
6) Increase of the battery voltage reduces the
power cycling requirements of the air cooled
system by a factor of 4; thermal requirements
are reduce by 40%.
7) The influence of the bus voltage is reduced by
the use of better cooling capability.
8) The avoiding of the 5 ten second long
recuperation cycles under full load reduces the
requirements by 60% for power cycling and 40%
for thermal cycling (compare dashed columns in
Figure 8 and Figure 9 for forced air cooler).
The last two statements express the necessity for a
global system approach for a HEV development by
adjusting the driving strategy, the cooling system,
the battery voltage and the module thermal
capabilities. A joint development between vehicle
manufacturer, the inverter supplier and the supplier
of the power semiconductor module avoids an over
sizing of the power module and cost can be reduced.

6. Conclusion
Nowadays most of the commercial hybrid vehicles
use more or less conventional power modules. Due
to a missing standardization hybrid systems of
different car manufacturer are so dissimilar that a
comparison between them is rather impossible. In
order to make inverter systems more comparable the
presented investigations were based on a unified
“basis-power module” and a common set of input
parameters.
To evaluate the necessarily thermal / power cycle
stability of a power semiconductor module in a
hybrid electrical vehicle (HEV), a procedure was
developed, which computes the temperature of the
silicon and the solder over a given driving cycle.
By transforming the thermal stress on solder and
bond joints due to active and passive thermal stress
into reliability test data a calculation of equivalent
test cycles was done.
In this paper eight different sets of parameter varying
in cooling conditions and/or battery voltage were
compared. One result was that a joint development
between vehicle manufacturer, the inverter supplier
and the supplier of the power semiconductor module
is very helpful in finding a cost effective solution by
adjusting the driving strategy, the cooling system,
the battery voltage and the module thermal
capabilities.
7. Remark
Some remaining correlation of variables used in the
model restricts the model to ranges of test conditions
of selected data. Therefore, authors strongly
recommend not applying the model without
consulting experts at Infineon Technologies.
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